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ABOUT THIS ISSUE 
Writing that renders-call it creative, narrative, orimaginative, cast it in modes ofpoetry, dialog, 
personal essay, orjiction-is a respectable sibling ofexpository writing. Through writing that renders, many ofus 
can learn and communicate things we cannot come to know through expository writing. 
- Romano, Tom. Writing with Passion: Life Stories 
Multiple Genres. Portsmouth, NH: Boynton/Cook, 1995. p. 12. 
A thematic journal published twice yearly requires its topics to be selected over a year in advance. This 
journal, then, reflects feelings and thoughts that surfaced while our country was reeling from the terrorist 
attacks of September 11, 2001. 
We didn't ask, "Can words heal?" We were convinced that they could, so in our call for manuscripts we 
asked our contributors to tell us, to show us, to instruct us, to convince us that words can heal. Contributors to 
LAJM have always defined our topics in unique ways, and those who are featured in this issue are not excep­
tions. 
Ed Comber begins his article simply, "September 11, 2001." The date is engraved on our minds. As he 
watched the horror of that day replay on his 'IV, Comber thought about what he would say the next day to 18­
year-old college freshmen who probably wanted to write about a more innocent world. In his article he dis­
cussed what he calls emotive-response discourse and makes a case for its place in a composition classroom. 
Mary Jo Finney also focuses on the content of students' writing after September 11th. She describes a 
collaborative writing project pairing pre-service teachers and nine-year-old students once a week. Finney's 
observations of one pair speak as strongly for silence as for language in response to disturbing events. 
John Dinan approaches the topic from a defensive stance, asking if the often squeamish reaction to the 
idea of using writing as a 'healing' process" is a response to which educators can provide a rebuttal. In explor­
ing that question he arrives at a broader definition of the term "healing" and an affirmation of the place of 
writing to help make sense of the world. 
Patricia Clark contemplates the topic through poetry, while Stephen Holder looks as how the arts­
literature among them-''provide an avenue ... for traveling to new understandings of the things that chal­
lenge and bewilder us." 
Carolyn Cutler has made the observation that the training given to crisis hot line workers offers insights 
to teachers of composition. ''Like the crisis caller, writers may deflect, focusing on insignificant details." 
Cutler shows how a writing coach can learn in the same way the crisis worker does how to help the writer 
"create more effective texts." 
Marcy Taylor also looks at the training of teachers. During her writing workshop for pre-service teachers 
in the aftermath of September 11th, Taylor'S students explored "the themes of loss and changing identities..." 
Taylor urges teachers to recognize that the tension and change that are aspects of life need to be allowed into 
the classroom. 
The issue ends with a review of Heartsongs, a recently published book of poems by twelve-year-old Mattie 
Stepanek. Jill VanAntwerp urges teachers to include this young boy's poems, written in response to his life's 
losses and joys, into their classroom alongside the work of his more skilled elders. 
Our writers have looked at the concept of "healing words" from multiple perspectives, but their contribu­
tions support Romano's plea to make a place in the classroom for ''writing that renders." 
Susan Steffel Jill VanAntwerp 
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